SMOOTH
METALLIC
SMART

SOLUTIONS
FOR SPIRITS
As a specialist and leader in designing
and manufacturing metal closures,
we provide our customers with innovative
and customized solutions.

WHEREVER YOU ARE
with the aim to be very close to our customers,
our production facilities and sales offices are
placed worldwide.
NEW FOR YOU
every innovation comes from the desire to improve
your product. As tireless innovators, we’re developing
special designs for all customers who are looking
for a differentiation and believe in closure design
as an important element to enhance the image
of their own brands.
MORE THAN A CLOSURE
we are focused not only on providing a product
with excellent quality and technical performance,
but also to support our customers in creating
an identity of their own brands. We design
customized closures in an infinite range of colors,
shapes, sizes and materials to meet
even your highest expectations.
NOT SIMPLY FOR SEALING
our solutions have the great ambition to dress up
your final package.

ESPRITBONNET
The Espritbonnet closure is much more than a screw cap.
It presents an elegant and sophisticated look,
by combining the functionality of a plastic cap with
the unmatched appearance of metal.
It’s a three-piece cap made from a metallic shell,
a plastic insert, and a liner.
The shell can be produced in either aluminium
or tinplate with limitless colors and graphics.
Embossing is also an option.
More protection to your brands with the
tamper-evident band version.

WHAT’S GOOD
Smooth no visible threads
Metallic look and touch
Smart flat top shape and fashionable appearance

ALSO
tamper-evident band version
non refillable fitment available (pick & place application)
screw-on application
printing and embossing decoration

ALUMINIUM SHELL

PLASTIC INSERT

LINER

NECK FINISH: GPI 400
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GPI360-33

MOONCAP

THE MOST ATTRACTIVE CLOSURE
FOR SPIRITS IN JARS.
This Continuous Thread closure provides a premium
package presence to any product and preserves the
flavor of products thanks to superior barrier qualities.
Easy to open and re-close, this closure will be
the preferred choice of consumers who have
become highly educated on sustainability,
recycling and reuse of products and packaging.
We are able to produce innovative and customized
sizes, shapes and profiles beyond the wide range
of closures already available.
You can enhance the premium appearance
of your-own packaging by customizing
the design with “high end” multicolor printing,
embossing or debossing.

Size: 70G
GPI finish

70/450 - 70/460 or 70/470

Wide range of diameters and liners available.

Tecnocap Group
YOUR GLOBAL PARTNER
FOR A METAL CLOSING SYSTEM

CONTINUOUS FOCUS
ON CUSTOMIZATION AND INNOVATION

Tecnocap Group is a worldwide metal packaging manufacturer
specialized in Metal Closures for glass jars and plastic
containers. The group is one of the biggest producers of
Tinplate and Aluminum closures for some of the world’s best
known consumer brands in food, beverages, spirits, cosmetics
and pharmaceuticals. Tecnocap Group is a customer driven
company, committed to provide the highest value for its
customers by realizing the perfect closure: an ideal combination
of appeal, functionality, sustainability and innovation.

Lithography, embossing, debossing, perforations and beyond,
have enabled Tecnocap Group to become a pioneer in design
and a leading manufacturer of customized closures in the
world. The group developed a dedicated team, which works
with customers to improve existing products and develop new
designs and materials.

ALWAYS ONE STEP AHEAD

Sustainability is a key point for all our activities and strategic
decisions. We’re keen to work closely with our customers to
support them in reaching their sustainability targets by providing
“responsible packaging solutions”.

Constantly evolving technologies and tailored engineering
projects are key factors which drive the Tecnocap market
reputation and business growth. The group heavily invests in
improving productive performances, focusing on total quality
management and lean manufacturing principles. With a wide
network of specialized centers, Tecnocap’s technical team boasts
problem solving skills and is engaged in advising, training and
supporting clients in a large number of key markets worldwide.

OUR COMMITMENT
FOR A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE
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The company
has a strong performance
record in problem solving skills
thanks to a wide network
of specialized teams
all over the world.

A CLOSING SYSTEM
OVATION
INN

Tecnocap’s Capping
Machines are in-house
designed and assembled for the
automatic sealing of closures/
Caps on bottles and jars,
installed directly at customers
facilities.

Team of engineers and
designers is constantly
engaged in researching new
products, textures, compound
formulas, special finishing,
technologies and sustainable
materials.
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Coating and printing
processes protect the
substrate of the cap against
rust, scuffs and corrosion
in general and provide high
customized finishes reproducing
any kind of desired texts,
images and effects.

Metal closures are the
trump card for a successful
food packaging; they are
essential for a proper hermetic
seal and deliver eye-catching
visual appeal while also
extending shelf life.
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METAL
CLOSURES
FOOD & BEVERAGE
Twist/Lug
PT - Baby food
Tinplate CT - Continuous Thread
Aluminium CT - Continuous Thread
CT Lid and Band
SKO
AK 103
Omnia
Snap
70G
AP 45
PHARMA & NUTRACEUTICALS
CRC SafLok® - Child Resistant
Tinplate CT - Continuous Thread
Aluminium CT - Continuous Thread

SALES
OFFICES
COSMETICS
Tinplate Unishell®
Aluminium Unishell®
Tinplate CT - Continuous Thread
Aluminium CT - Continuous Thread
Bella™ Cap (Metal&Plastic)
CANDLES
Unishell
Continuous Thread
70G
Perforated
CandlePlug
WINE & SPIRITS
Advintage™ Wine Cap
Espritbonnet

Italy
France
Germany
Croatia
United Kingdom
Netherlands
Poland
Slovakia
Rep. of Belarus
Moldova
Romania
Russia
Greece
Turkey

Israel
Morocco
Tunisia
Canada
USA Rhode Island
USA California
USA New York
USA Pennsylvania
USA Illinois
USA West Virginia
Mexico
Colombia
Brasil
Perù

OPERATING
OFFICES
Italy (Milan)
USA (New York City)

FACILITIES
ITALY
Tecnocap S.p.A.
Headquarters - Via Starza, 1
84013 Cava de’ Tirreni, SA
Tel. +39 089 441522
Fax +39 089 442585
info.it@tecnocapclosures.com
Capping machines
Via del Commercio, 19 - 04011 Aprilia LT
Tel. +39 0692014419

SPAIN
Tecnocap-Met S.I.
Calle B - Nave 27
Pol. Ind. San Jorge
30565 Las Torres de Cotillas, (Murcia)
Tel. +34 0968 38 94 48
Fax +34 0968 38 94 40
info.es@tecnocapclosures.com

USA - WEST VIRGINIA
Tecnocap LLC
1701 Wheeling Avenue
Glen Dale, WV 26038
Toll Free Call 800 999 2567
Tel. +1 304 845 3402
Main fax +1 304 843 5475
sales@tecnocapclosures.com

CZECH REPUBLIC
Tecnocap S.R.O.
Strizovice, 67
37853 Strmilov - Jindrichuv Hradec
Tel. +420 (0)384 373 111
Fax +420 (0)384 373 529
info.cz@tecnocapclosures.com

UKRAINE
Tecnocap UA LLC
Str. Vokzalna, 18 - 80356 Soposhyn
District Zhovkva, Region Lviv
Tel. +38 032 526 19 39
Fax +38 032 522 23 05
agrocap@ukr.net

USA - OHIO
Tecnocap Metal Lithography
2100 Griswold St Ext NE
Warren, OH 44483
Toll Free Call 800 999 2567
Tel. + 1 330 392 7222
Fax + 1 300 394 8016
hkammerer@tecnocapww.com

tecnocapclosures.com

Tecnocap Group

@tecnocapgroup

